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Hey there ladies, gents and xenomoprhs of all ages!

Thanks a bunch for reading the first ever issue of the Red Mask from Mars. in a 

world where theres so many awesome independent comic books out there being made 

by truly talented folk, You chose to give this little tale of a hero with an alien 

strapped to his face a try. You guys rock! 

It’s been a long time coming, from what started as a doodle of an alien space 

vampire on the back of an envelope to the rollocking alien smashing origin issue 

you’ve just read. Thanks to everyone who supported the creation of this issue, 

and special thanks go to my pal and co-scripter daniel chant for adding some 

sci-fi babble and brainiation (is that even a word?) to the proceedings and

to the man-only-known-as-lloyd for some much appreciated proof-reading 

and editing. Cheers fellas!

Hopefully you enjoyed reading about the origin tale of how Doug Stewart became 

the ass-kickin-smart-talking-slightly-on-the-crazy-side hero he is today, and if 

you want to see more nasty creatures from space get a good slapping, you’re in 

luck. Work has already begun in earnest on the first mini-series, and with a new 

batch of beasties to smash and the gorgeous colours of my good chum Shaun Dobie, 

its going to be a crazy fun time and then some!

So thanks again, be sure to check out the website at www.theredmaskfrommars.com 

and Doug’s personal twitter account @theredmaskfrommars for more goings on 

and up to date shenanigans!

Until next time, keep your eyes on the skies people!!

www.theredmaskfrommars.com
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